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The following report aims to provide an overview of the successful pilot for the new SWIFT
in-flow translation service, completed in June 2021 with seven participating banks.
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1.0
Executive Summary

The SWIFT community decided in 2018
to adopt ISO 20022 for cross-border
payments, to ensure end-to-end data
consistency for transactions with one
or more steps in ISO 20022 domestic
systems. A key requirement is that ISO
20022 users should be able to send full
ISO 20022 to any bank in their network.
Today, banks use the MT standard for
cross-border payments, and not every
bank will be ready to process ISO
20022 from the outset in November
2022. To maintain interoperability for the
community during the transition from MT
to ISO 20022, SWIFT is enhancing its
platform to provide an ISO 20022 to MT
translation capability.
During the coexistence period, SWIFT will provide a number of options to support
interoperability between ISO 20022 and MT messages. These options will include:
– Interoperability across API channels, and SWIFT’s FINplus and FIN services;
– A messaging-based in-flow translation service;
– API services to retrieve rich/truncated data; and
– Embedded screening to support compliance
This report focuses on the development of SWIFT’s messaging-based in-flow translation
service, and the successful completion of the pilot for it.
During the coexistence period, the in-flow translation service will guarantee that a receiving
agent can obtain both the original ISO 20022 MX format detail, as well as the equivalent
translated FIN MT. The approach aims to facilitate the integration in the receiver’s application
environment, in cases where not all applications support the ISO 20022 format yet.
In December 2019, a proof of concept to confirm feasibility of in-flow translation was
conducted by SWIFT. To provide further confidence around interoperability a pilot with
customers was proposed. In June 2021 a customer pilot was completed with seven
participating banks.
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The pilot used SWIFT’s FINplus messaging service, its FIN service and messaging-based MX
to MT in-flow translation. Messages in scope of the pilot relate to Cross-border Payments
and Reporting Plus (CBPR+) usage guidelines released in November 2020.
The main objective of the pilot was to confirm that transactions involving key participants
could be completed when using the service:
– Confirm sending of CBPR+ compliant payments (Debtor Agent)
– Confirm the ability of customers to consume translated MT messages and act upon
truncated data to be able to process it into their back office systems (Intermediary Agent)
– Ensure the transaction completes successfully (Creditor Agent)
The following were out of scope for pilot testing: API channel and API services
to retrieve rich data; embedded screening; messaging copy services; and
enhanced RMA services to manage relationships across channels.
From January 2021, all pilot participants were regularly briefed on the preparation of the
pilot by SWIFT through regular group checkpoint meetings and individual participant
meetings where required. The following activities were defined to ensure SWIFT
and all pilot participants were ready to execute the pilot test scenarios in June.
– Define and agree 11 test scenarios
– Provisioning activities and registering pilot participants on the FINplus Pilot Future service
– Connectivity testing between participants
– Final qualification and readiness workshops with pilot participants
– Agree the operational activities during the testing execution
For each of the scenarios a positive outcome was expected, with no cancellation of
any of the flows. However, the Intermediary Agent had to handle specific truncation
and warning scenarios in order to complete the payment to the Creditor Agent.
The outcome of the pilot completed in June 2021 demonstrated that:
– All test cases have been successfully exchanged amongst participants.
– All test cases have been executed with expected results.
– All participants have witnessed the reception of a multiformat message with no operational issues.
As such, the pilot has confirmed that the in-flow translation service will
guarantee the necessary interoperability measures and will allow participants
to migrate at their own pace from November 2022 to November 2025.
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2.0
CBPR+ and In-flow
Translation

Cross-border Payments
and Reporting Plus (CBPR+)
specifications define how ISO
20022 will be used for crossborder payments and cash
reporting on the SWIFT network.
Conformance to CBPR+
specifications will be validated
by SWIFT messaging services
and interfaces, so it is imperative
that users implement the
specifications correctly.
As part of the migration of cross-border payments towards ISO 20022 MX, SWIFT will provide
an in-flow translation service. ‘In-flow translation’ means that the translation takes place
during the processing of a message by SWIFT. This allows for the receipt of both FIN MT and
ISO 20022 MX. The approach aims to facilitate the integration in the receiver’s application
environment in cases where not all applications support the ISO 20022 format yet.
‘Translation’ refers to an activity whereby SWIFT creates an MT representation derived from
the ISO 20022 message format that is ‘equivalent’, i.e. contains data fields equivalent to the
ISO 20022 message, but in MT format.
‘In-flow’ refers to the fact that this processing takes place at SWIFT during the message
exchange, at the point when the message has been received by SWIFT and before it is made
available for delivery to the receiver. The actual translation rules depend on the SWIFTNet
service on which the message is delivered.
Translation is invoked before the message is made ready for reception by the receiver. The
sender does not need to be aware that this translation is taking place. The user receives, in
the same SWIFTNet message, both the ISO 20022 MX and the translated MT; referred to as
a ‘multi-format’ message. The translation takes place when the receiver has opted to receive
such a multi-format MX message.
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3.0
Pilot Participants and
their Roles

Starting in November 2020,
SWIFT began discussions
with a number of banks to
participate in the pilot.
In January 2021 the following banks agreed to participate:
– Banque internationale à Luxembourg
– BNP Paribas
– Citibank
– Deutsche Bank
– JP Morgan Chase
– Société Générale
– Rabobank
All participants completed a registration form that requested confirmation of participation.
The main details banks supplied included those such as:
– What role they intended to play in the pilot – Debtor Agent, Intermediary Agent or
Creditor Agent
– BIC code that would be used during the in-flow translation test scenarios
– Planned interface product and release version to be used for the pilot
– Key contacts
– Agreement to legal terms
With the completion of the registration forms and consultation with each participant, the
following roles were confirmed.

Bank

BIL

BNP

CITI

DB

JPMC

SOGE

Rabobank

Pilot Role

Creditor Agent

Intermediary
Agent

Debtor Agent
and Creditor
Agent

Debtor Agent

Debtor
Agent and
Intermediary

Intermediary
Agent and
Creditor Agent

Debtor Agent
and Creditor
Agent
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4.0
Pilot Scope

The following diagram sets out
the scope of the pilot.
In summary, it involved creating a number of scenarios aiming to validate that:
– A Debtor Agent is able to generate and send a CBPR+ compliant MX message
(pacs.008/9) on FINplus
– An Intermediary Agent is able to receive and process a multi-format MX message (i.e.
pacs.008/9 + MT103/202) and either generate a CBPR+ MX message or MT message
for the Creditor Agent
– A Creditor Agent is able to receive and complete the transaction successfully prepare
(see Annex A).

To satisfy this scope, 11 test scenarios were defined. These covered happy scenarios and
importantly warning and truncation scenarios. These included testing participants’ ability to
consume translated data and act upon truncated data. All scenarios were built in the spirit
of an end-to-end transaction.
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The following tables provides an overview of these 11 test scenarios.
Happy scenarios
Bank A

Bank B

Bank C

TC01.01 End to End
CBPR+ Serial payment
ISO 20022

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008 +
MT103 over FINplus
– Sends pacs.008 over FINplus

– Consumes pacs.008 over
FINplus from Bank B

TC01.02 Serial payment
with translation w/o
truncation

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008+ MT103
over FINplus
– No truncation
– Sends MT103 over FIN

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

TC01.03 End to end
CBPR+ cover payment

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank C
– Sends CBPR+ pacs.009 cov
over FINPlus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format pacs.009 Cov + MT202 cov
over FINplus
– Sends MT 910 over FIN

– Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 from
Bank A
– Consumes MT 910 over FIN
from Bank B

TC01.04 CBPR+
pacs.009 Cov with
translation no truncation

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank C
– Sends CBPR+ pacs.009 cov
over FINPlus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format pacs.009 Cov + MT202 cov
over FINplus
– Sends MT 202 Cov over FIN

– Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 from
Bank A.
– Consumes MT 202 cov over
FIN from Bank B

TC01.05 Serial
payment pacs008
with Translation w/o
truncation (T2)

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008 + MT103
– Generate and send new MT103 over FIN to Bank C.

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

Bank A

Bank B

Bank C

TC01.06.Truncation
error Remittance inf
cannot be mapped
(Serial Payment)

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008 + MT103
– Translation with truncation, TRUNC_N.T0000M
– Sends MT103 to Bank C over FIN

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

TC01.07. Character
replacement of
non-reference field,
automatic processing

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008 + MT103
– Translation with character replacement, TRUNC_N.
T0000R
– Sends MT103 to Bank C over FIN

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

TC01.08. Missing
information, automatic
processing

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008 + MT103
– Translation with missing info, TRUNC_N.T0000M
– Sends MT103 to Bank C over FIN

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

TC01.09 Missing
information, TxId &
PO, translation with
truncation

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008 + MT103
– Translation: TRUNC_N.T0000M
– Sends MT103 to Bank C over FIN

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

TC01.10. Translation
warning, manual
intervention needed

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank B

– Consumes Multi-format message pacs.008 + MT103
– Translation warning, WARNING.T200025
– Sends MT103 to Bank C over FIN

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

TC01.11 Creditor
name too long, manual
intervention needed

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over
FINplus to Bank B

– Sends CBPR+ pacs.008 over FINplus to Bank B
– TRUNC_N.T0000T: Field content has been truncated.
– Sends MT103 to Bank C over FIN

– Consumes MT103 over FIN
from Bank B

Truncation and warning scenarios

More detailed descriptions and expected results of each scenario can be found in the
appendix section.
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5.0
The Plan

From January 2021, all pilot
participants were regularly briefed
on the preparation of the pilot
by SWIFT through regular group
checkpoint meetings. Where
required, meetings with individual
participants were also held.
The following key dates were defined to ensure SWIFT and all pilot participants were ready to
execute the pilot test scenarios in June.
Jan 1 - Mar 31
Pilot participants’ preparation which included provisioning activities for those that were not
provisioning on the FINplus Pilot Future service (where the pilot scenarios would be executed)
April 5 - 16
Connectivity test between participants
May 1 -21
Final qualification and readiness workshops with pilot participants
June 7-14
Execute pilot test scenarios
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SWIFT agreed with all
participants that defining three
teams, in order to satisfy each
participant’s requests to be
a Debtor Agent, Intermediary
Agent and/or Creditor Agent,
would be a preferable
approach.

6.0
Approach for Executing
Pilot Test Scenarios

The teams defined below executed all 11 test scenarios. The scenarios were split into two
cycles – happy scenarios (five), truncation and warning scenarios (six).

Date

Agent

DEBTOR

Team

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

BICs

CITIIE2X

DEUTDEFF

CHASDEFX

BNPAFRPP

CHASDEFX

SOGEFRPP

BILLLULL

SOGEFRPP

CITIIE2X

INTERMEDIARY

CREDITOR

RABONL2U

Mon
June 7

Happy
Scenarios
TC01TC05

Tues
June 8

RABONL2U

Send messages 09:00-12:00

Receive messages 13:00-16:00

No activity

Send messages – 2 days

Wed
June 9

Thurs
June 10
Friday
June 11

No activity

Receive messages – all day

Truncation
and
Warning
Scenarios
TC06 TC11

Send messages 09:00-12:00

Receive messages 13:00-16:00

No activity

Send messages – 2 days

Monday
June 14

No activity

Receive messages – all day

Note
Assuming everything is executed during these 6 days as planned above, we will close
pilot testing earlier than June 18.
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7.0
Results

As highlighted above, three
teams were formed to execute
the 11 test cases that had been
defined.
All test scenarios were successfully executed, with the following observations:
All participants have witnessed receipt of a multi-format MX message with no operational
issues.
– SWIFT Customer Infrastructures – both SWIFT interface products and two thirdparty interface products have properly processed the multi-format MX messages. No
operational issues were observed.
– Test Case 3 (End-to-End CBPR+ Cover Payment) and Test Case 4 (CBPR+ pacs.009
COV with Translation, w/o Truncation) – it is important for debtor agents to indicate the
following fields:
– In the InterAct request <RequestSubType>swift.cbprplus.cov.01</RequestSubType>
– In the application header <BizSvc>swift.cbprplus.cov.01</BizSvc>
In cases where the Subtype is not indicated the message is considered a regular pacs.009
and not a pacs.009 COV. The SWIFT validation service may then reject the message.
SWIFT is conducting further investigation into the network validation rule for these fields.
– Test Case 4 (CBPR+ pacs.009 COV with Translation, w/o Truncation) – A warning was
received by one of the intermediary agents. This warning was unexpected and is related
to the usage of the test accounts that were defined in the payment instruction of the
Debtor Agent.
– An intermediary reported two missing translations as part of test case 3. After
investigation, it appeared the RequestSubType was using an invalid value (swift.
cbprplus.01.cov instead of swift.cbprplus.cov.01). Because of this invalid value the inflow translation service is not invoked.
– The pilot has confirmed that the in-flow translation service will guarantee the necessary
interoperability measures and allow participants to migrate at their own pace from
November 2022 to November 2025.
An example of a happy, truncation and warning scenario can be found in the appendix.
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8.0
Appendix
8.1
TC01.01 End-to-End CBPR+ Serial
Payment ISO 20022

Test scenario summary
This is a three-party payment, a CBPR+ ISO 20022 serial payment with translation,
and no truncation.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction, multi-format message (pacs.008/MT103)
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (pacs.008)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit.

8.2
TC01.01 End-to-End CBPR+ Serial
Payment ISO 20022

Test scenario summary
Three-party serial payment: Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Bank.
The Intermediary Agent receives the multi-format message. There is no truncation in the
translation. The Intermediary Agent sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103)
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (MT103)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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8.3
TC01.03 End-to-End CBPR+ Cover
Payment

Test scenario summary
Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 directly to the Creditor Agent (no account relationship).
Debtor Agent sends the pacs.009 (COV) cover payment to the Intermediary Agent to credit
the creditor’s account. The Intermediary Agent also serves an account to the Creditor
Agent and sends the Confirmation of Credit MT910 to the Creditor Agent.

Creditor Agent expected behaviour
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103))
Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.009 COV/
MT202 COV)
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (MT910)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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8.4
TC01.04 CBPR+ pacs.009 COV with
Translation, w/o Truncation

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment with cover: The Debtor Agent maintains an account with the
Intermediary Agent. The Intermediary Agent maintains an account with the Creditor
Agent. The Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 directly to the Creditor Agent and sends the
pacs.009 COV to the Intermediary Agent. The Intermediary Agent sends the MT202 COV
to the Creditor Agent.

Creditor Agent expected behaviour
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103)
Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.009 COV/
MT202 COV)
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (MT202 COV)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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8.5
TC01.05 Serial Payment with Translation
w/o Truncation (T2)

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent maintains an account with the Intermediary Agent. The
Intermediary Agent serves an account with the Creditor Agent. The Debtor Agent sends
the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Agent. The Intermediary Agent receives the multi-format
message and sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.009 COV/
MT202 COV)
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (MT202 COV)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit

8.6
TC01.06 Truncation Error Remittance
Information Cannot be Mapped
(Serial Payment)

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Agent.
The Intermediary Agent receives the multi-format message with truncation. Once the
Intermediary Agent has repaired the message, it sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103)
– Repairs the message with truncation:
– The remittance information is too long in the pacs.008. Therefore, field 70 in the MT will
be truncated.
– The Intermediary Agent will reconstruct Field 70 in the MT103 from the remittance
information found in pacs.008
– Outgoing message to the Creditor Agent (MT103)
Report on Customer Pilot for In-Flow Translation Service
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8.7
TC01.07 Character Replacement of Nonreference Field, Automatic Processing

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Agent.
The Intermediary Agent receives the multi-format message with truncation. Once the
Intermediary Agent has repaired the message, it sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103)
– Repairs the message with truncation:
– The pacs.008 contains an “&” sign which is not an allowed character for the FIN
message (e.g. <pacs:Nm>A&C Factory</pacs:Nm>)
– The message is translated to “A.C”. SWIFT replaced the “&” with a full stop “.”
– The Intermediary Agent needs to replace the full stop “.” with the word “and”
– Outgoing message to the Creditor Agent (MT103)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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8.8
TC01.08 Missing Information, Automatic
Processing

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Agent.
The Intermediary gent receives the multi-format message with truncation. Once the
Intermediary Agent has repaired the message, it sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103)
– Repairs the message with truncation:
– The pacs.008 contains several codes in <RmtInf> – The Intermediary Agent will reconstruct Field 70 in the MT103 from the remittance
information found in pacs.008
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (MT103)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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8.9
Missing Information, Transaction ID
& Purchase Order, Translation with
Truncation

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Agent.
The Intermediary Agent receives the multi-format message with truncation. Once the
Intermediary Agent has repaired the message, it sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103)
– Repairs the message with truncation:
– The remittance information is too long in the pacs.008. Therefore, field 70 in the MT will
be truncated.
– The Intermediary Agent will reconstruct Field 70 in the MT103 from the remittance
information found in pacs.008
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (MT103)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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8.10
TC01.10 Translation Warning, Manual
Intervention Needed

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Agent.
The Intermediary Agent receives the multi-format message with truncation. Once the
Intermediary Agent has repaired the message, it sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103).
– Repairs the message with truncation:
– The name of the Creditor Agent contains more than 70 characters in the pacs.008
– The Intermediary Agent will choose the option in Field 59 as required: Field 59 without a
letter option fits 140 characters. Field 59 with a letter option F fits 70 characters.
– Outgoing messages to the Creditor Agent (MT103)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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8.10
TC01.11 Creditor Name too Long, Manual
Intervention Needed

Test scenario summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent sends the pacs.008 to the Intermediary Agent.
The Intermediary Agent receives the multi-format message with truncation. Once the
Intermediary Agent has repaired the message, it sends the MT103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent expected behavior
– Receiving messages – incoming instruction with multi-format message (pacs.008/
MT103)
– Repairs the message with truncation:
– The pacs.008 contains no Instructed Amount. This field is mandatory in the MT103 to
obey European regulation.
– Field 33B Instructed Amount is not present. During the translation, SWIFT adds this field
to make the message valid.
– Manual intervention may be needed if the back office wants to review the field added.
– Outgoing messages to the creditor (MT103)
Expected result
– The Creditor Agent receives the instruction and processes the credit
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9.0
Test Evidence
9.1
Team C — Société Générale
(Intermediary Agent)

As part of Team C, JP Morgan Chase were acting as a Debtor Agent, Société Générale as
an Intermediary Agent and Citibank as a Creditor Agent.
JP Morgan Chase (Debtor Agent) sends to Société Générale (Intermediary Agent)
Under Test Case ID PTH05C-CHASR5, JP Morgan Chase sent a PACS.008 to Société
Générale. The PACS.008 message is received by Société Générale as a multi-format
message including the translation towards an equivalent MT103 message. Below picture
shows the translated MT located at the end the pacs.008 (marked by </Document>)

‘TROK’ code indicates Success where the full ISO 20022 message is translated.
Société Générale (Intermediary Agent) sends processed MT to Citibank (Creditor Agent)
Société Générale processed the received multi-format message and sent the following
MT103 to Citibank.
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9.0
Test Evidence
9.1
Team B — JP Morgan Chase
(Intermediary Agent)

As part of Team B, Deutsche Bank were acting as a Debtor Agent, JP Morgan Chase as
an Intermediary Agent and Société Générale as a Creditor Agent.
Deutsche Bank (Debtor Agent) sends to JP Morgan Chase (Intermediary Agent)
Under Test Case ID PTW10B-DEUTR1, Deutsche Bank sent a PACS.008 to BNP Paribas.
The PACS.008 message is received by BNP as a multi-format message including the
translation towards an equivalent MT103 message and a WARNING. Below picture shows
the translated MT located at the end the pacs.008 (marked by </Document>)

‘TROK’ code indicates Success where the full ISO 20022 message is translated.
WARNING: a condition reported on a given field; such conditions are reported as agreed
upon by the community
JP Morgan Chase (Intermediary Agent) sends to processed MT to Société Générale
(Creditor Agent)
JP Morgan Chase processed the received multi-format message and sent the following
MT103 to Société Générale.
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9.0
Test Evidence
9.1
Team A — BNP Paribas (Intermediary
Agent)

As part of Team A, Rabobank were acting as a Debtor Agent, BNP Paribas as an
Intermediary Agent and Banque Internationale à Luxembourg (BIL) as a Creditor Agent.
Rabobank (Debtor Agent) sends to BNP Paribas (Intermediary Agent)
Under Test Case ID PTT07A-RABOR1, Rabobank sent a PACS.008 to BNP Paribas.
The PACS.008 message is received by BNP as a multi-format message including the
translation towards an equivalent MT103 message. Below picture shows the translated MT
located at the end the pacs.008 (marked by </Document>)

‘TRNR’ code indicates Truncation or character replacement occurred in non-reference
fields
TRUNC_N (category indicating the severity of the error): a truncation in a non-reference
field or missing non-reference field
BNP Paribas(Intermediary Agent) sends to processed MT to Banque Internationale à
Luxembourg (Creditor Agent)
BNP Paribas processed the received multi-format message and sent the following MT103
to BIL.
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